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Abstract:
Hindi is used as 1st language in Hindi spoken areas and used as 2nd language
not only in Indian subcontinent but also in many countries out of India. It has its own
grammar, user (for writing, speaking and reading) and great history. Being an
autonomous language, it uses the Devanagari script to symbolize its sounds and has
borrowed abound vocabularies from various languages (Arabic, Sanskrit and etc). The
aim of my paper is to throw a light with the following questions on the current need of
modification in Hindi alphabet chart – (1) having been written in the same script, Hindi
and Sanskrit are different languages. Why are the sounds of Sanskrit being applied in
Hindi language when they do not exist in this language? (2) Hindi has borrowed words
from various languages (Arabic, French, and English etc). Why don’t we have symbols
for the words of those languages except Sanskrit? (3) Why don’t we make Hindi alphabet
easier in terms of society and technology?
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1. Introduction:
According to the current circumstances, Hindi is not only used as the mother
tongue by 80cr and used as second language by 30cr in India but also used by
10cr speaker outside of India. Being a flexible and simple, it has richest
vocabulary among the languages of the words. Hindi, a language of IndoAryan belongs to the Indo- European language family. Hindi is normally
spoken using the combination of around 52 sounds including 11 vowels, 40
consonants, nasalization and a kind of aspiration. These sounds are
represented in the Devanagari script by 13 characters traditionally regarded
as vowels and 40 lettering as consonants. Today, when we discuss about
change or reformation of a language, it does not mean that we are against of
those alphabets. It’s a natural process that it gets change over time. As you
know, today’s Hindi is not as same as it was in medial age which was different
from ancient age. The aim of my paper is to pay attention on the necessity of
modification in alphabet system.
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2. Devanagari script:
Devanagari is part of the Brahmik script family of India, Nepal, Tibet, and
South-East Asia.This script is superior to other existing scripts because each
Devanagari character represents either combination of a consonant and a
vowel or a vowel and consonant itself. Its consonants are normally considered
to have a basic form which consists of a consonant pronounced with an
inherent ‘a’ sound similar to the vowel sound in the English words. In other
words each its character normally represents a complete syllable.
Devanagari is relatively easy to learn because it is largely phonetic,
that is to say that mostly the script is a representation of the actual sounds.
The sounds of spoken Hindi are generally written in Devanagari script, which
is also used to write Sanskrit, Nepali, and Marathi. The precise number of its
characters is not easy to work out. Sometimes people say there were in
Sanskrit 52 characters. In Hindi people often say there are 13 vowel and 33
consonant symbols. However, it all depends what you define as a character. In
practice, there are 13 vowels, 33 consonants, four common conjuncts and
seven characters with dots under them that represent sounds not found in
Sanskrit.

Table-1 Hindi Varnamala (scanned copy of book taught in U.P. schools)
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Table-2 for Hindi Alphabet (scanned copy of book taught in Indian schools)

3. Requirement of renovation:Emergence, development, change and death of a language depend on the
society. Changing in a language is natural process which lakes place from
person to person, place to place and time to time which can be seen at sound,
word, meaning, and grammatical level. Sound change includes processes of
change in a language that effect pronunciation or sound system structure. It
can be consist of the replacement of one speech sound by another, the
complete loss of the affected sound, or even the introduction of a new sound in
a place where there previously was none. When we come across Hindi in
terms of sound change, we get number of changes taken place at several
times. Sound of current Hindi is not as same as it was in medial age (Pali,
Prakrita and Apabhransa) which was dissimilar from ancient age (Vadic and
Classical Sanskrit).
Changes in Hindi alphabet are necessary because of following reasons:1. it’s a trend in language, when a sound is not used for a long lime by its
speakers, results either it dies or merges into another sound. For example
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sound of current Hindi is different from old Hindi. So in terms of existing
Hindi Alphabet such changes are needed.
2. Many sounds or letters are either out of writing or too taught to write, so
they need reformation for being written, see following Hindi sound as
exampleLetter variants
Standard form(New)

Variant form(Old)

Table-3 New form old form (Google online)
There are many letters which need proper correction.
3. Borrowed sounds which are being used in Hindi for long time also need
proper place in concern script.
4. Method & Data analysis:
In order to do the analysis the alphabet renovation of Hindi, data of 500 words
was collected. For this method first the words were not consulted from the
dictionary instead speakers of Hindi language were employed and asked to
pronounce the words in order to check the correctness of sound or letter of
these words. All data were collected form UP, from Hindi speaker, form Hindi
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movies and songs. All the speakers were given a list of Hindi words and asked
to pronounce naturally and correct sounds were encrusted.
5. Result:
1. /ऋ/ has its origin from Vedic Sanskrit where it was pronounced correctly.
But now, it is articulated correctly neither by Sanskrit speaker nor by Hindi
speakers. In Hindi, /ऋ / found in only loan words, which has been merged into
/रय/ (RI).It had been placed as vowel but now used as combination of
consonant and vowel.
Example:Correct word

using word

ॠषष

रयषष

ऋतु

रयतु

ऋतयु ाज

रयतयु ाज

ऋण

रयण

ऋग्वेद

रयग्वेद

2. Visarga /अः/ is a sound like /h/ which appears at the end or middle of a
word or syllable. In Hindi Varnamala, it has been included in vowel but
neither matches with vowel nor with consonant. Hindi does not have /अः/ yet
it is being used for most Sanskrit loan words.
Example:Correct word

using word

छः

छ

दःु ख

दख
ु

ननःस्वाथथ

ननस्वाथथ

ननःशल्
ु क

ननशल्
ु क

3. Nasal sound
There are five nasal sounds in Hindi language like- /ङ/ /ञ/ /ण/ /न/ /भ/.
Phonological rule of Hindi says that last 5th word of each group of plosive
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(spars) consonant gets nasalization which is used with the consonant of the
same group. But now an Anuswaar /अं/ is being used in stead of these (ङ

ञण

न भ) nasal sounds. In current Hindi scenario /ङ/ and /ञ/are out of use and
has been merged with /अं/vowel. So /ङ/ and /ञ/ should be replaced.

क ख ग घ ङ
च छ ज झ ञ
ट ठ ड ढ ण
त थ द ध न
ऩ प फ ब भ
Example:Correct word

कवगथ-

चवगथ-

टवगथ-

उभङ्ग

उभंग

गङ्गा

गंगा

ऩङ्कज

ऩंकज

ऩञ्चभ

ऩंचभ

ऩव
ू ाथञ्चर

ऩव
ू ाांचर

चञ्चर

चंचर

खण्ड

खंड

ऩण्ण्डत

ऩंडडत

पण्ड

पंड

तवगथ- हहन्द

ऩवगथ-

using word

हहंद ू

ण्जन्दगी

ण्जंदगी

शाण्न्त

शांनत

ऩयम्ऩया

ऩयं ऩया

नवम्फय

नवंफय

सम्बव

संबव
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4. Sibilant sound
Hindi has three sibilant consonants /श/, /ष/, /स/. /स/ sound is used more in
comparison to both other sounds. In Sanskrit, the pronunciations of these are
separate for each other but condition is not same in Hindi. In Hindi, /ष/ sound
is used as same as /श/ when both sounds have different place of articulation.
/श/ sound is post-alveolar when /ष/ is retroflex.
ExampleCorrect word

षवषम

using word

षवशम

शेष

शेश

षड्मंत्र

शड्मंत्र

कृषष

कृशश

ऋषष

रयशी

5. Conjunct consonants:In Hindi language, 3 conjunct consonants (ऺ

त्र ऻ) are considered, but when

we go in detail we find, all are combination of a consonant without vowel +
consonant with vowel like

ऺ- क्छ

त्र- त्र ्
ऻ- ज्म
In current scenario separate consonant for these consonants are not needed
because Conjunct consonants can be constructed with help of consonants. To
see the alphabet charts of English, Chinese and etc
6. Conclusion:
1. There are many alphabets which are used only for loan words although,
they either don’t have their use or has been replaced by another sound. Like/ऋ/ and /अ:/ are not used in Hindi. Nasal sounds /ङ/ and /ञ/ has been
replaced into Anuswar (अं) and Sibilant /ष/, into /श/. Conjunct consonant are
useless except Sanskrit loan words. So renovation is needed in them.
2. Many letters has their existence in Hindi but not being used in Hindi
Alphabet example-

कड़क, सड़क, गढ़, गढ़ना चााँद. So exist sound should be

placed in Hindi Alphabet chart.
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3. Much amount of loan words except Sanskrit is being used in Devanagari,
yet they have not been maintained in Hindi Alphabet. So see the conclusion,
need of renovation is felt. Example-

ऑफपस, ऑफपसय, डॉक्टय, हॉस्टर,

हॉण्स्ऩटर, ग़जर, अख़फाय, कफ़न, भफ़्
ु त, तोहफ़ा. So these are also need to be
settled in alphabet chart.
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